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Introduction 
A network interconnecting multiple hosts and networks is a dynamic entity. Most real world 
networks offer multiple paths from a source to a destination. Each path from a source to a 
destination also has a cost associated with it. The cost may represent financially tangible amounts, 
for instance, the cost may represent a dollar amount for using the path, or it may be a performance 
cost, in that different paths offer differing levels of performance. In contrast to this complexity, 
applications such as telnet or ftp take a simple point-to-point view of the network, i.e. data sources 
assume that they are directly connected to the destination. Network layer protocols reconcile these 
views of the network by discovering the topology of the network and building routing tables that 
encapsulate paths to each destination. 
 
In this project, you will implement the distance vector and link-state routing protocols that will run 
on top of a simulated network of unknown topology. The network setup consists of an arbitrary 
number of routers, each of which has an arbitrary number of ports connected to other routers. 
Each port on a router connected to another router has a dollar cost associated with it, which may 
change over time. Additionally, routers may fail, forcing the routing protocol to find an alternate 
path through the network. Your implementation should maintain routing tables at each router, 
listing the routes to all other routers and the cost associated with each route. Given multiple paths 
leading to the same destination router, your routing protocol should choose the path with the 
minimum cumulative cost. At the end of the simulation, each node should save its routing table in 
the format specified later in this document. 

Simulator 
Your implementation will run over a simulator, which models a functional interface to the network. 
The network consists of an arbitrary number of routers, each of which has an arbitrary number of 
ports connected to other routers. The routers are connected using 10Mbps network links with a 
one-way propagation delay 50us. Your code should interface with the simulator and build routing 
tables at each router. Each router is identified by an integer identifier. The simulator runs at a time 
resolution of 1 us. 
 
After the routing table is initially built, the following conditions may occur: 

1. The cost associated with a port may increase/decrease. This may force the routing 
algorithm to choose an alternate route 

2. A link may fail.  
 
The cost associated with a port can be retrieved by calling the get_cost() function with the 
appropriate port identifier. The function returns an integer. A negative value for cost indicates that 
the port is not connected to any other router. To discover port cost changes, you need to 
periodically poll the port cost associated with a port. This can be done with a periodic timer. If there 
is a change in port cost, you may need to update your routing tables. 
 



Note: When detecting port cost changes with a periodic timer, do not use a time period less 
than 10ms. 
 
To detect router or link failure, you can use either explicit or implicit signaling. In explicit signaling, 
each router periodically sends a HELLO message to all its neighbors to indicate that it is alive and 
well. In implicit signaling periodic transfer of routing messages achieves the same purpose as 
explicit HELLO messages. Loss (failure to arrive) of multiple consecutive HELLO messages or 
multiple consecutive routing messages indicates failure of a router or a link. 
 
Note: When detecting router/link failure with either explicit or implicit signaling, do not use 
timers with a time period less that 1 minute. 
 
Ideally at the end of the simulation, the routing tables on all routers will be consistent. This may not 
always be the case. For instance, link failure may partition the network, i.e. routers may see only a 
part of the network. In such cases, the routing tables will not be consistent. 

For the purposes of this project, you may assume that the link layer does not introduce any 
errors or drop packets i.e. the link is reliable.  

Flow of Control 
1. Each router is initialized by the simulator, which calls init_node, once per router. Each 

router knows the total number of routers in the network and the cost of its own connected 
ports. The variable nnodes and nports declared within the simulator contain the total 
number of routers in the network and the number of ports per router. All routers have the 
same number of ports. 

2. In init_node, routers can transmit their connectivity and port costs to their neighbors or 
the entire network depending on the routing protocol. Set appropriate timers to monitor link 
cost change and link failure 

3. Build the routing tables and update them as costs change. 
4. At the end of the simulation, the simulator calls a function called terminate_node. This 

function is called once per node. Each node should save its routing table into a file in the 
format specified below.  

 

Results File Format 
At the end of the simulation, each node should save its routing table into a file, which will be used 
for evaluating the correctness of your implementation. The file should be in binary format with the 
following fields. Note all quantities are integers. Don’t put any text or newlines in the file. 
 
Node Identifier1: <integer> 
Number of Entries in the routing table: <integer> 
Destination (integer) Port leading to Next Hop (integer) Cost (integer) 
Destination (integer) Port leading to Next Hop (integer) Cost (integer) 
Destination (integer) Port leading to Next Hop (integer) Cost (integer) 

- - - - - -  - 
Node Identifier2: <integer> 
Number of Entries in the routing table: <integer> 
Destination (integer) Port leading to Next Hop (integer) Cost (integer) 
Destination (integer) Port leading to Next Hop (integer) Cost (integer) 
Destination (integer) Port leading to Next Hop (integer) Cost (integer) 



- - - - - -  - 
Node Identifier3: <integer> 
                          - - - -  - - -  
 
For example, given the network topology of Figure 1, where circles represent routers, the lines 
between the routers represent links and the values on the links represent link costs. Link costs of 
(–1) indicate unconnected ports. The corresponding results file would look as follows: 
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Figure 1: Sample network topology 
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Note: The file should be in binary format. All fields are 32 bit integers. The above example 
puts some numbers on the same line for readability, the actual results file should just have 
numbers in binary format. Please DON’T use ASCII printf’s.  



To write binary output to a file use the following example: 
 
// First, we need to open the file to write in binary mode. This can be done as 
FILE *fpt = fopen("YourFileName.dat","wb"); 
 
// Next you write to the file using binary write functions like fwrite... 
fwrite(&integer_variable, sizeof(int),1,fpt); 
 
Refer the manual pages for fwrite, fopen for more details... 
 
The results file should be opened in the function allocate_global_vars, which is called once 
per simulation. It should be closed by the last node (nnodes – 1) in its terminate_node 
function. The name of the results file should be routing_table 

Implementation Notes 
The simulator is available for download from the course web page as a library for Linux.  No other 
platform will be supported. The simulator and the template source files are archived as a .tar file. 
Use the tar command as follows, to retrieve the contents of the archive.  
 
tar xvf project2.tar 
 
You need to modify the file called net_sim.c to add your code. The file contains comments 
indicating the sections you need to modify. Compile the code by calling make. 
 
The simulator takes a topology description file as input. The tar distribution comes with two 
topology description files that can used to test your implementation. The files are called 
topology1.dat and topology2.dat.  
 
You can execute your implementation by calling ./net_sim <name of topology file>.  
 
You can write your entire code within net_sim.c. However, if you wish to create more source files, 
modify the makefile appropriately. This comment may not apply to most of you. 

Results 
You need to submit an electronic version of your project by anonymous FTP to: 
 
psmith.cs.vt.edu/pub/spring.2002/cs5516/project2 
 
The submission should contain  

• Source code: Modified net_sim.c and all header files 
• All relevant binaries 
• Your results file 
• Output from the simulation run 

 
Your source code should also contain a comment on the first few lines with the authors of the 
code, VT ID number, email address and the OS used to compile/test the code.  
 
The submission format is tar. Use the tar program to archive the contents of your project 
directory as follows:  



If your project directory is called project2 and it is under your home directory, then go to your 
home directory and issue the following command: 
 
tar cvf filename.tar project2 
 
filename.tar now contains the archived version of your project directory. 
 
To submit the project, rename the archive (filename.tar) to <your ID>.<try number>.tar and 
upload the file. 
 
<your ID> is the ID number of one of the team members in the project. 
<try number> is an integer between 1 and 3 (inclusive) that represents your submission number.  
 
Each group is allowed 3 submissions with try numbers numbered 1, 2 and 3. Any submissions 
past 3 will be ignored. The last submission will be graded. 
 
You also need to turn in a 2-4 page write-up about your implementation. The write-up 
should explain your implementation strategy, messages used and list the values for any 
timers.  
  

Simulator Functions 
The simulator is implemented as a single-threaded program. Non-technically, this means that, all 
routers are implemented within the same piece of code running on one machine. In a real 
implementation, the code for the different routers would run on independent machines.  
 
How does this affect your code? First, your code needs a mechanism to determine the simulated 
node on which it is running, and then take the appropriate action. This is achieved by calling 
get_node_id(), which returns an integer, representing the node. Secondly, any global variables 
used by your code should be declared as arrays and accessed by using the result from 
get_node_id() as the index. For instance, instead of the following global declaration: 
 
int timeout; 
 
In the simulator change it to: 
 
int timeout[MAX_NODES]; // MAX_NODES is already defined 
 
To use the global variable timeout, you need to reference it as timeout[get_node_id()]. 
This ensures that each node accesses its copy of the timeout variable instead of sharing the same 
global variable. 
 
The functions offered by the simulator can be divided into three basic categories 

1. Transmit/Receive Functions: Use these functions to transmit and receive messages 
2. Timer functions: These functions provide access to high resolution timers. You can create 

as many timers as necessary 
3. Utility functions: These functions provide an interface to basic facilities needed to 

implement a data link layer over the simulator. 
 
This section presents an overview of the functions that comprise each category. 



Transmit/Receive functions 
void write_msg(unsigned short port_id, void *data, unsigned short len); 
 
Input Parameters: 

• port_id: Port number on which you want to transmit the message. Ports are numbered 
between 0 and nports - 1 

• data: pointer to the data to transmit 
• len: Length of the data to transmit 

 
Returns: Nothing 
 
This function should be called to transmit a message or an acknowledgement. The function is 
called with a pointer to the data to transmit and the length of the data. 
 
void read_msg(unsigned short node_id, unsigned short from, unsigned 
short dev_id, void *data); 
 
Input Parameters: 

• node_id: Node identifier of the current node.  
• from: Node identifier of the transmitting node. 
• dev_id: Port identifier on which the message was received 
• data: Pointer to the data 
 

Returns: Nothing 
 
This function should be defined by the user. It is called when the simulator receives data at a 
node. For this project, the outline of the function has been defined in net_sim.c 
Note: The function does not return the length of the data pointer. It is up to you to insert an 
appropriate header to the message that contains a length field. 
 

Timer Functions 
The timer functions make use of a structure to add and delete timers. The name and contents of 
the structure are as follows: 
 
typedef struct 
{ 
  unsigned long data; 
  unsigned int expires; 
  void (*handler)(unsigned short, unsigned long); 
} timer_event_type; 
 
handler: Pointer to a callback function that takes two parameters. The callback function will be 
called when the timer expires. It is commonly used to set a timeout function. The first parameter 
passed to the callback function is the current node identifier. The second parameter contains any 
data that you wish to pass to the callback function.  
expires: Time at which the callback function is called. It is usually set to current time + some 
timeout value 



data: Any data that you wish to pass to the timeout function.  
 
NOTE: You can add multiple timers. The simulator implements its own virtual timer 
functions. This is different from your first project, where you implemented your own virtual 
timers. 

 
void add_timer(timer_event_type *tevent); 
 
Input Parameters:  

• tevent: Pointer to a timer_event_type structure 
 
Returns: Nothing 
 
This function adds a new timer. The appropriate callback function is called when the timer expires.   
Note: If you want multiple simultaneous timers, you need to pass a different tevent structure to 
each call to add_timer. Reusing the tevent struct will erase previous timeouts. You may 
reuse the tevent struct after deleting the timer, or after the timer has expired.  

 
void del_timer(timer_event_type *tevent); 
 
Input Parameters:  

• tevent: Pointer to a timer_event_type structure 
 
Returns: Nothing 
This function deletes an existing timer specified by the tevent struct. If no such timer exists, 
the function returns without doing anything. 
 

Utility Functions 
unsigned int get_current_time(); 
 
Input Parameters: None 
 
Returns:  

• The current time in clock ticks. 
 

This function returns the current time in clock ticks elapsed since the simulator was started. Each 
clock tick represents 1us. 
 
unsigned int get_current_node_id(); 
 
Input Parameters: None 
 
Returns:  

• The node identifier of the currently executing node. It returns an integer between 0 and 
nnodes – 1 

 
signed short get_cost(unsigned short port_id); 



 
Input Parameters:  
port_id: Identifier of port. 
 
Returns:  

• The cost of link connected to port. A cost of –1 indicates that the link is not connected.   
 
This function returns the link cost associated with a port. A link cost of –1 indicates that the port is 
not connected.  
Note: Failure of a working link does not change link cost 

Debugging Notes 
A program called print_net is included with the simulator. This program prints the final status of 
the network topology. You can use the output of this program to check if your routing table is 
correct. This program takes 1 argument, the name of the topology file.  
 
If you wish to look at the network topology of topology1.dat, do the following: 
 
print_net topology1.dat  
 
You can use this mechanism to view any topology file.  
 
In addition, the final state of the network is saved in an automatically generated topology file called 
topology_state. You can also the print_net program to view this file and make sure that 
your routing tables matches the final topology.  
 
A utility called auto_topology is also provided for you to create more topologies to test your 
code. Run the program without any arguments to figure out the arguments. 

Final Comments 
Your source file net_sim.c contains a template for the basic functions needed to implement the 
simulator. The source file also has useful documentation. The function prototypes for the simulator 
functions are defined in the header file dlsim.h. 
 
Happy debugging! 
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